ABSTRACT Due to the ever-increasing wireless service requirements, the issues of a limited frequency resource and underutilized frequency allocation scheme as well as frequency crowd have come to become increasingly severe. It gives rise to being difficult to effectively eliminate the spectrum interference and fulfill an efficient spectrum access mechanism using the congested frequency band. For this purpose, this paper conceives a simultaneous transmission and sensing scheme based on the guided independent component analysis combined with the cumulant-based non-Gaussian criterion for fulfilling full-duplex cognitive radio (FD-CR). The philosophy of this proposed scheme is that the ICA based blind source separation principle is firstly utilized for blind separation of the observation mixtures, and then the separated signals are recognized through correlation processing and non-Gaussian criterion based on cumulant. In particular, the known secondary user signal is used as a signature signal for assisting ICA framework construction for blind extraction of signals. As a key component of machine learning, the ICA theory can contribute significantly to conquering the static sensing problem and residual self-interference influence in existing conventional cognitive radio systems. The simulation experiments and analysis corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed method and system design. In addition, the low complexity and performance enhancement of the proposed method are also validated by comparing with that of the two practical FD-CR schemes.
operation can avoid affecting the sensing decision by the selfinterference (SI), this handling mechanism results in a static sensing problem that will degrade the data transmission rate or throughput of the SU [1] , [9] . In order to conquer this dilemma, the full-duplex cognitive radio (FD-CR) has been strongly recommended for its promising application in future wireless networks. It is noteworthy that the conventional full-duplex cognitive radio systems rely on self-interference cancellation, where the problems of residual self-interference and hardware imperfections will bring out a significant loss in the detection performance. Therefore, intelligent processing schemes are intensively evoked for solving these above-mentioned problems.
As is well-known, spectrum sensing plays a significant role in realizing the cognitive radio. However, in classical spectrum sensing, the primary user and secondary user (SU) are not allowed to share the frequency band simultaneously. Only when the PU is vacant in frequency band, the SU is granted to work. This scenario will give rise to an intrinsic limitation so that the cognitive radio (CR) is compelled to be synchronized with PU data transmission frames and to sense the activity of PU at the beginning part of each PU data frame [1] , [9] , [13] . In addition, the conventional spectrum sensing methods are usually trapped in prior information utilization. Since the primary user has no obligation to notify its status to the secondary user in practice. Therefore, this activity is a non-cooperative manner in most of cases, so that blind method is a highlighted scheme for spectrum sensing. Blind source separation (BSS) as a paradigm of unsupervised learning in machine learning has been extensively applied in wireless communications for achieving blind adaptive processing, high frequency spectrum efficiency and interference cancellation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Especially, BSS is promising for helping detect the activities of the primary user (PU) for spectrum detection. Moreover, blind separation mechanism is conducive to overcoming primary user hiding problem through cooperative manner [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Recently, Nasser et al. [9] conceived a blind source separation based full-cognitive radio concept. Although some simulation experiments are conducted for validating the feasibility and effectiveness of full-duplex cognitive radio assisted by the classical blind separation algorithm. But, the system model design and the related applicable method are not constructed and given. As a motivation of the work in [9] , the detailed system model will be not only designed, but also a novel method will be conceived for fulfilling simultaneous transmission and sensing in this paper. In summary, the main contributions/highlights of this paper can be concluded as follows:
(1) A practical and useful full-duplex cognitive radio system model with single antenna is designed with regard to mobile communication network or satellite communication network for scenario application.
(2) A guided independent component analysis is proposed to carry out blind signal separation for spectrum distinction.
(3) A cumulant criterion is utilized for recognizing if or not the primary user exists.
In this work, the SU information is utilized as a guided sequence for economizing system cost through configuring with single antenna. This can break the limitation of BSS algorithm mechanism which needs to configure multiple antennas at the price of system cost. Then the cumulant criterion is employed to detecting the user signals due to its anti-noise character.
The reminder of this paper will be scheduled as follows. In section II, the related works associated with spectrum sensing using blind separation method are remarked. In section III, the spectrum sensing problem is introduced, and the system model design is also elucidated. Full-duplex cognitive radio based on guided independent component analysis and cumulant measurement are demonstrated in section IV. In section V, simulation analysis and discussions are presented. Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. REVIEWS OF COGNITIVE RADIO ASSISTED BY BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION
So far, a few literatures pertaining to BSS application in spectrum sensing have been reported. Primitively, Edgar et al. [10] considered a problem of identifying interference or illegal radios in licensed communication channels. It leverages the advantage of ICA algorithm (FastICA) to separate the mixture of signals obtained from a uniform linear array (ULA) antenna for radio surveillance. A multiple-antenna based cognitive radio was constructed in [11] (Xu et al., 2008) employing BSS (EASI) to separate the observed mixed signals with same bandwidth and modulation. In order to satisfy the real-time requirement, Liu et al. [12] conceived a cognitive radio (CR) scheme exploiting BSS (Max-SNR) to separate the signal mixtures from several frequency bands for performing multiple frequency spectrum detection.
With the aim of overcoming noise uncertainly, Zheng et al. [13] designed a cooperative spectrum sensing method based BSS (Max-SNR) for improving the reliability of sensing. To conquer the limitations of the conventional spectrum sensing, Khajavi et al. [14] proposed Kurtosis based BSS in combination with random matrix theory (RMT) for enhancing spectrum sensing performance. Lee et al. [15] presented a viewpoint that it is crucial to incorporate signal separation into cognitive radio for various purposes, and new cognitive radio physical layer architecture associated with BSS mechanism is put forward. Khajavi et al. [16] concentrated on designing a new spectrum sensing framework that incorporated a BSS method with conventional covariance detection based spectrum sensing, and takes advantage of Markov chain for modeling the status of PU for achieving improvement. Ivrigh et al. [17] developed a BSS based spectrum sensing using Kurtosis metric for separation observed mixtures and for weighed Gaussian properties of separated signals. Ivrigh and Mohammad-Sajad [18] made further investigation to introduce learning and prediction method as opposed to that of [14] . The BSS based spectrum sensing and variable order Markov model (VMM) is strongly recommended to combine for enhancing the performance. Ivrigh and Mohammad-Sajad [20] refined the work of [17] by use of Markov model for predicting the status of PU for the purpose of achieving dynamic scenario. To strengthen the conventional BSS-based spectrum sensing algorithms, Mukherjee et al. [22] was devoted to combine BSS with prediction using hidden Markov model (HMM) for enhancing spectrum sensing performance. Ferreira et al. [21] applied ICA to identify signal sources in a broad band of frequencies and to use this information for spectrum sensing.
Zahid et al. [19] , [23] advocated a peak detection method employing blind source separation to extract true peaks from noisy peaks for implementing wide band spectrum sensing. This method utilizes BSS to estimate the noise variance which determines the threshold value of wavelet transform to obtain true peak. To break through the time-consuming restriction of energy detection and cyclostationary analysis, a spectrum sensing method based on blind source separation and singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is explored in [24] (Cano et al., 2016) . This work illustrates that the proposed method has lower time consumption but slightly lower sensing performance than that of cyclostationary analysis. A blind spectrum sensing algorithm for cognitive radar was put forward in [25] (Wen et al., 2017), which uses the characteristic of highorder statistics (HOS) of the received signals to carry out both separating work and deciding the presence or absence of the primary user (PU). This work indicates that high-order statistics can be used as a good candidate statistical decision metric to decide the existence of PU owing to exempting from Gaussian noise influence.
In a nutshell, although all of the above-mentioned jobs have considered to utilize the advantages of the blind separation principle to assist spectrum sensing, but these models belonged to initial exploration applications and majority never considered the full-duplex cognitive radio case while ascribed to half-duplex cognitive radio, which cannot adapt to the future wireless service requirements and solve the contradiction of spectrum utilization and increasing wireless access services. Therefore, an attractive and promising fullduplex cognitive radio scheme will be worth to be investigated in the following work, involving the detailed system model design and the effective spectrum sensing method development based on blind processing mechanism, as well as robust criterion for detecting signals. Therefore, in the next section, the related system design and practical method investigation will be discussed in this paper.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN
In cognitive radio, the spectrum sensing composes of making a decision on the presence of PU in the bandwidth of interest (BoI). The problem formulation on the presence or absence of the PU can be defined as a classic detection problem: under H 0 , the PU is absent, whereas under H 1 PU exists.
In traditional half-duplex cognitive radio, the active period of spectrum sensing is divided into two successive slots: the sensing slot and transmission slot. During the sensing slot, data transmission is forbidden in order to do not affect the decision reliability. However, in full-duplex cognitive radio, SU remains active during the sensing slot. As shown in Figure 1 , the mechanism of cognitive radio is shown. Considering two scenes shown in Figure 2 , the wireless sensor link can be established on ground wireless communication link or space wireless communication link to accomplish specific assignment. In this section, a system model of full-duplex cognitive radio is designed, and then spectrum sensing problem is formulated. As illuminated in Figure 3 , a structure of system model is shown. We assume that the SU transmitter is deployed with one transmitting antenna and one receiving antenna. This receiving antenna is used for monitoring the activity of PU by spectrum sensing. In contrast, the transmitting antenna is applied for sending data information. In full-duplex mechanism, the transmitting information and spectrum sensing are carried out at the same time. In this circumstance, the self-interference will be generated from the SU transmitting signals. Therefore, SU TX receives the mixtures signal from PU signal and SU transmitting signal. We can formulate this model as a simple mathematic equation as follows,
where s (n) and z (n) represents PU signal and SU transmitting signal respectively. The channel factors are described as h and g. w (n) denotes additive Gaussian whiten noise. With the aim of sensing s (n) signal from the received mixtures x (n), the self-interference cancellation (SIC) is significant for eliminating the influence of z (n). In full-duplex spectrum sensing model, the detection problem can be described as follows: Conventionally, by applying SIC, the reflected SU signal can be eliminated from the received mixed signal. In ideal situation, where gz (n) is totally eliminated, the equation (3) refers to that of half-duplex hypothesis. However, the residual self-interference is always generated from channel estimation error and hardware imperfections, which will deteriorate the reliability of spectrum sensing. For this reason, the guided independent component analysis is proposed to solving this problem. In the following section, the proposed method will be elucidated. 
IV. FULL-DUPLEX COGNITIVE RADIO BASED ON GICA AND CUMLANT ASSESSMENT A. GUIDED INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS FOR SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
In conventional full-duplex cognitive radio, the principle of SIC consists of two steps. The channel state information (CSI) is firstly acquired based on channel estimation algorithms, and then the received signal cancels the reconstructed self-interference obtained from the estimated CSI combined with known transmitted SU signal, as shown in Figure 4 . After SIC operation, the spectrum sensing is carried out. In ideal case, the perfect channel estimation is acquired, then self-interference can be thoroughly eliminated. But in practice, it is easily to cause channel estimation error that will give rise to residual self-interference (RSI). Although RSI can be allowed in full-duplex communication if the power of RSI is corresponding to that of noise, it is imperative to take into account of the influence of RSI in full-duplex cognitive radio.
For the purpose of eliminating self-interference thoroughly, a new SIC method based blind source separation (BSS) will be developed in this paper. The philosophy of this proposed method depends on independent component analysis (ICA) and known SU signal, referred as guided ICA. It is noteworthy that SU signal is known to the SU transmitter. Furthermore, we assume that the spectrum sensing is implemented in the same part. Therefore, this prior information can be utilized for helping execute interference cancellation using blind separation technology.
Considering that the received signal x (n) is a linear combination of two independent components added to the noise. For simplicity, the noise term does not take into consideration in following derivation but it will be considered in simulation experiments. The noise is actually suppressed by the whitening operation in the process of ICA so that this simplified consideration is reasonable. Therefore, the received signal can be represented as
where z (n) is a particular known component or signature, h and g are unknown channel coefficients. The purpose of spectrum sensing is trying to recognize s (n) whether is existed in the observed signal x (n). Since the receiving antenna captures not only s (n), but also the other component z (n) transmitted by itself. Therefore, to separate the original signal from the mixture can contribute to further detecting the status of PU signal.
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It must be acknowledged that it is difficult to blindly separate s (n) from single channel observation x (n). However, due to that the SU signals is known to SU TX but CSI is unknown, we can utilize this prior information for assisting blind separation work, as shown in Figure 5 . The algorithm is conceived that a second synthesized signal x p by injecting a weighted copy of the known signature z (n) into the observed signal x (n). That is
where k 1 and k 2 are arbitrarily chosen constants. Substituting equation (4) in equation (5), we obtain,
which now allows us to write two equations instead of one.
That is
where
Finally, these equations can be expressed in matrix form as
The purpose of the algorithm is to solve for S (n). Since PU signal s (n) and SU signal z (n) are mutual independent components, any traditional ICA algorithm can be utilized to separate s (n) and z (n) from their linear mixtures.
Before implementing the blind separation work, the whitening should be executed by the following formula (8)- (10) . Firstly, X is to be carried out zero mean operation,
where the operator E (·) denotes expectation but is the average in practical calculation. Then the covariance matric of X is computed as C X X . That is,
where D and U are the diagonal eigenvalue matrix and eigenvector matrix of C X X respectively. W is a whitening matrix that enables the whiten data Z to have unit variance and uncorrelated as indicated in following equation. The symbol I is the identity matrix.
After whitening further separation aims to find the orthogonal (unitary) matrix V by higher order statistics. The approximate joint diagonalization (AJD) method is a standard candidate to find an orthogonal matrix V according to the least squares or weighted least squares criteria to diagonalize a data matrix, which can be a covariance matrix or cumulant matrix. In investigating higher order statistics one can jointly diagonalize matrices formed from fourth order cumulant to achieve higher order decorrelation. The ICA refers to one principle of solving the problem of equal eigenvalues of the cumulant tensor. The whitened signal is denoted as
T , M is a matrix with P × P dimension. The fourth-order cumulant matrix of Z , named as F (M ), is defined as follows: the i, jth element of its is represented as
where m kl are the elements in the matrix M . cum (·) is cumulant operator. The cumulant tensor is a symmetric linear operator, since in the expression cum Z i , Z j , Z k , Z l , the order of the variables makes no difference. An eigenmatrix of the tensor is, by definition, a matrix M such that F (M ) = λM . The i, jth element in F (M ) denotes as F ij (M ) = λM ij , where λ = κ 4 (S m ) is kurtosis of the whitened signal Z and a scalar eigenvalue. The matrix M is named as the eigenmatrix of F (M ). The fourth order cumulant set is chosen for its invariant tensor properties under orthogonal transformation. Here invariant means that the conservation relationship (14) exists. As all cross cumulant for independent sources are equal to zero as shown (15) , then (16) also holds. Here assume thatŜ is the estimation signal of original source S after implementing blind separation work.
Taking into account of the case where the data follows the BSS model, with whitened data:
Assuming that V p , p = 1, . . . , P, denotes as the column of V . The matrix M is chosen as
where thekth, lth elements of the matrix M is m kl = V pk V pl . Due to the symmetric property, F (M ) can be represented as
The eigenvalue decomposition can be viewed as diagonalization. In other words, (M ) is diagonal. This is because the matrix F is linear combination of terms of the form V p V T p , assuming that the BSS model holds. From the previous analysis, we can acquire that,
Thus, we could take a set of different matrices M i , i = 1, . . . , N , and try to make the matrices VF (M i ) V T as diagonal as possible. Thus the cost function can be represented as
Numerous AJD algorithms have been developed that can be utilized for minimizing the cost function (21) to obtain V separation matrix. After the accomplishing this assignment, the separated signal can be gotten as 
B. CUMULANT BASED NON-GAUSSIAN MEASUREMENT FOR MONITORING PU SIGNAL
After the previous assignment, non-Gaussian criterion will be employed for identifying the PU signal, as shown in Figure 6 . When the separation signals are obtained, the separated SU and PU signal or the separated SU and Gaussian signal is acquired. After separation, the signal identifier will be carried out for monitoring PU signal. The philosophy of the signal identifier is based on non-Gaussian criterion. It must be acknowledged that the digital communication signals have non-Gaussian property. Therefore, the non-Gaussian can be utilized as measurement for identifying the present or vacant of PU signal.
We find that the fourth cumulant of the signal is conducive to accomplish this purpose. The fourth cumulant of a separation signal with zero mean is represented as follows,
Note that the equation (17) and (23), the cumulant is close associated with kurtosis. In the context of blind separation, kurtosis is a significant quantitative measure of the nonGaussianity of a random variable or signal. The signal is categorized into three kinds according to the kurtosis of the random variable in blind source separation. If the kurtosis of the random variable y is zero, y has a Gaussian distribution. If the kurtosis is positive, the related distribution is called super-Gaussian, whereas if the kurtosis is negative, the associated distribution is called sub-Gaussian. Based on the previous principles, the decision criterion of PU signal is defined as
Since the SU is known in advance so that the corresponding separation SU signal can be recognized through correlation operation. The reminder separation signal is decided by the rule as follows. If the value is |κ 4 (y)| = 0, the Gaussian signal can be identified, else if the |κ 4 (y)| > 0 is found, the PU signal is existed. However, in practical, the kurtosis value of Gaussian signal is |κ 4 (y)| ≈ 0 due to the effect of the sample size. The proposed scheme can be presented as a graphic illustration, as shown in Figure 7 . 
V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, simulation experiments and discussions are conducted. Assume that the PU signal is OFDM signal, and the SU signal is frequency hopping (FH) signal. The sample length is 10000. The simulation parameters is listed in table 1. In the first experiment, the PU is assumed to be present in the channel. The transmitted source signals of SU and PU are portrayed as in Figure 8 . In Figure 8 , the upper part is FH signal and the under part is OFDM signal.
Due to that the SU signal is known in advance, so it can be used as a signature to constitute ICA model. The signal mixtures are generated from source signals and mixing matrix as well as noise variance 0.01, as illustrated in Figure 9 . Then the useful signal information can be separated from the mixtures by use of ICA based blind separation method.
As shown in Figure 10 , two separation signals are obtained through GICA algorithm. Due to that the SU signal is known to SU TX, the correlation operation is first to be carried out for recognizing the SU signal. And then the cumulant based non-Gaussian criterion are executed for deciding the activity of PU signal. The correlation coefficient index is calculated as
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The separation performance is also present for PU signal using correlation coefficient, which is The ξ 11 = 0.9999 and ξ 22 = −0.9888 denote the correlation coefficient of SU signal and its separation signal, PU signal and its separation signal respectively. According to ξ 11 , we can find the SU signal while ξ 22 can validate the separation performance of PU signal. The non-Gaussian criterion is measured as |κ 4 (y 1 )| = 1.4929 for separated SU signal and|κ 4 (y 2 )| = 93.0283 for separated PU signal. Therefore, the PU signal is present by judging the value of |κ 4 (y)|.
In second experiments, the PU is assumed to be absent in the channel. When PU is vacant in the channel, we assume the SU TX will receive the Gaussian noise signal. So the transmitted source signals of SU and Gaussian signal are plotted in Figure 11 . The related signal mixtures are delineated in Figure 12 .
After separation, two separation signals are acquired in Figure 13 . The correlation coefficients of source signal and separation signal can be also obtained as follows, From above-mentioned analysis, we can safely conclude that these simulation experiments can corroborate that the effectiveness of the proposed method and scheme.
In order to further demonstrate the efficient performance of the proposed scheme, a comparative performance analysis is conducted 100 running simulation experiments through using the proposed method GICA based cumulant measurement versus the SIC based energy detection fullduplex (FD) cognitive radio [9] , as well as the nearest proposed HBSS method [25] utilized in FD-CR, as shown in Figure 14 .
From the curves in Figure 14 , we can easily acquire that the proposed method has developed efficient performance superior to the conventional SIC based spectrum sensing (SIC method + energy detection) and the recent HBSS method. In the previous section, although there are many equations to exhibit the fundamental principle of the proposed method, but the complexity of the proposed algorithm is not high. It can be easy to use in practical application, such as wireless sensor network and satellite communication, and so on. From viewpoint of the time computation complexity, we can use the MATLAB simulation to evaluate and verify the complexity of the proposed method compared to the other algorithms. Essentially, the GICA-FD needs about 1.39s, and SIC-FD uses about 79.7s, and HBSS algorithm costs 35.1s to complete each same assignment respectively. When the number of running simulation is considered, the statistical graph of these algorithms are depicted in Figure 15 . From the results in Figure 15 , we can easily acquire that the proposed method has lower computational complexity in contrast with other two algorithms. It is verified that the proposed scheme can be promising application in practical scenarios.
In the following simulation experiment, the proposed algorithm will be compared with the representative algorithm SIC-FD and a new method HBSS again with regard to different noise effect, as shown in Figure 16 . The better performance of the proposed algorithm is verified in Figure 16 . Due to the higher statistical property of GICA-FD and HBSS-FD, it is significant for overcoming the effect of Gaussian noise so that both have better performance than that if SIC-FD scheme. In the following, in order to make a clear comparative illustration concerning the proposed work and the recent related solutions, the table 2 will be presented in the form of some significant criterions for comparison to highlight the advantages of the proposed work. In table 2, we remarks the criterion from channel estimation, pilot need, computational complexity, system cost, and frame synchronization (use frame syn. in the table 2 for brevity), respectively. The recent methods involve HBSS [25] , SIC-FD [9] , BSS-Kurtosis [20] , and SIC-Cyclostationary [26] . From perspectives of the algorithm principle, these spectrum sensing solutions can be classified into blind adaptive mechanism and pilot-based mechanism.
Because of blind processing mechanism, the GICA-FD, HBSS, BSS-Kurtosis don't require the channel estimation and frame synchronization, as well as pilot demand. These blind adaptive mechanism based methods can enhance the spectrum efficiency and resist the effect of noise effectively. Compared to the proposed GICA-FD method, HBSS and BSS-Kurtosis must to be satisfy multiple antenna configuration to implement blind separation assignment so that it leads to high system cost. However, the proposed method use the known prior information as a assistance sequence for constructing separation mechanism using single antenna.
Moreover, by utilizing the guided sequence can also simplify the system configuration and assist improving system performance.
The pilot-based methods need to estimate the channel state information and synchronization parameters to cancel the self-interference effectively. However, this is an annoying dispose of estimation system parameters based on sending pilot sequence frequently so that it will lower the spectrum efficiency. In addition, the estimation precision will directly influence the system performance. SIC-FD using energy detection is always trapped in noise level. And SIC-Cyclostationary will be locked into high computation complexity so that it is not an reasonable scenario in practical applications.
In a comprehensive comparison, the proposed work is a low complexity scheme through using the available system information to facilitate sensing work compared to the recent blind mechanism scenarios. In contrast with the representative non-blind method based SIC, the proposed work exhibits well performance and adaptive mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper developed a spectrum sensing scheme based on the guided ICA and cumulant based non-Gaussian measurement for achieving full-duplex cognitive radio. This scheme utilized the known SU signal as the guided signal for constituting a BSS model for helping spectrum detection. After separation, the fourth order cumulant was assessed for identifying the activity of the PU signal. Employing this scheme can overcome the static sensing problem and residual self-interference exempting from channel estimation and synchronization operation. Simulation results validated the superiority and effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme is promising in cognitive radio sensor network and satellite communication network. In the future work, spatial diversity, fusion mechanism, and singular spectrum analysis (SSA), as well as other robust criterions will be strongly recommended to be investigated for enhancing the performance.
